BUSINESS

How Hanjin's port woes fit into the lnland's
big picture

EXcess capacity on cargo ships and a high demand for industrialreal estate makes for challenging times.
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Last month's failure of Hanjin Shipping created shock
and confusion around the globe that is still being felt.
But it's part of a bigger picture that isn't all gloom,
particularly for the Inland Empire.
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"There is a lot of change in our industry," said Kevin
Turner of Cushman & Wakefield. "Most of it is good. It's
positive news. But in the interim, there are some
growing pains."

Turner, who is based in Irvine, is leader of a group within the global real estate
services firm researching ports and intermodal practices.

The group recently produced a report, "Ship-Shore-To Your Front Door," that
asserts "the goods distribution industry is in a state of controlled disruption."
Key factors include:
D• Excess capacity on ocean carrier lines, driving down the cost of shipping, which
helps importers but hurts companies such as Hanjin.
D• A boom in industrial real estate driven by e-commerce. Its seemlingly insatiable
hunger for storage space has led to the annual construction of 20 million square feet
of warehouses, distribution centers and fulfillment centers in the Inland Empire.

The stranding of Hanjin container ships in Southern California waters brings to
mind the 2014-2015 gridlock at the twin ports of Los Angeles and long Beach
that stalled the flow of goods to the Inland Empire.
Reasons for that grid lock included labor unrest and a shortage of chassis for
truckers to haul away the cargo. Those issues are being addressed, Turner said in
a phone interview that took place before the Hanjin collapse.
"There's a lot of infrastructure improvement being made to alleviate some of the
supply chain bottleneck that we are experiencing with continued growth in
imported, containerized volume."
The issue of freight rates is more structural. According to Turner, transpacific
ocean carriers need to make $1,100 per twenty-foot-equivalent unit (TEU), the
standard measure of the industry.
"The average for the last 20 months has been in the low $800 range," he said in
an email. "Excess capacity with Ocean Carrier global fleets and decreased
demand for containerized goods has created this situation and only will get
worse if U.S. economy fails to gain momentum after the peak season shipping
season ends in 60 days.
"Hanjin competitors have been waiting for this as it will likely allow them to
raise their rates."
The trucking industry- big in the Inland Empire- is also being squeezed, according
to the report.

